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A unified version of particle dynamics simulation, dis-
sipative hydrodynamics (DHD), is proposed by selecting
advantageous features of Brownian dynamics, Stokesian dy-
namics, and dissipative particle dynamics. A stochastic differ-
ential equation is adopted as a governing equation, and the
ItoWiener process is incorporated to fundamentally deal with
the fluctuation theorem. As a result, DHD developed in this
study is free from the typical restriction that the time interval
should be considerably longer than the particle relaxation
time.

In applied science and engineering disciplines, dynamic
simulations of particulate materials are important in investigat-
ing microscopic phenomena. In the aqueous phase, a difficulty in
particle dynamics simulation stems from the finite sizes of
particles, which creates the volume exclusion interaction.
Conventional molecular dynamics (MD) treats ions as interact-
ing point particles and updates particle positions and velocities
(at time t) of ions to those in the future (at time t þ dt), given
exerted ionic/external forces. A specific analysis of particle
history can provide macroscopic quantities, which may be
compared with experimental observations. In this case, the
choice of time step dt must be considerably smaller than the
typical time for a molecule to travel the length of its diameter.

When solute motion is of greater interest for a statistical
mechanical analysis, the solvent molecular motion can be
omitted in MD simulations and further replaced by random and
frictional forces on solutes. Then, the governing equation
switches from the Newton equation to Langevin equation, for
which the time integration is standard Brownian dynamics (BD)
simulation. Unlike MD, the time step dt in BD is supposed to be
considerably longer than the particle relaxation time, defined as
¸ ¼ m=², where m is the particle mass and ² is the drag force
coefficient. In a unit relaxation time, a sufficient number of
particle collisions with a number of solvent molecules must
occur, resulting in random drifting of the particles. Although ² is
proportional to the particle size, BD adopts the Oseen tensor and
treats particles (like MD) as zero-size masses. Therefore, volume
exclusion is often disregarded.1,2

The lubrication tensors of Stokesian dynamics (SD) include
the volume exclusion forces at a macroscopic level. A many-
body far-field grand mobility matrix is built using the pair-wise
superposition of the two-body mobility matrix. SD updates the
many-body diffusion tensor from that of BD with much higher
accuracy and rigor. The Langevin equation is the common
governing equation for BD and SD so that both methods are
intrinsically subject to the basic restriction of relaxation time:
dt � ¸. Most of the SD simulations are limited to (presumed)
zero inertia so that only drifting motion was investigated under
conservative/external force fields.

Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) fundamentally re-
solves the restrictive condition by incorporating the Fokker
Planck equation with the ItoWiener process. The stochastic
differential equation (SDE) was used as a governing equation,
and the accuracy of many-body hydrodynamic interactions in
DPD is between BD and SD. Hydrodynamic resistances are
presumed to be pair-wise resistances and described as (intui-
tively chosen) simple functions of the distance (r) between the
two identical spheres: ½D ¼ ½2

R ¼ ð1� r=rcÞ2 for r < rc, where
rc is the cutoff distance above which ½D ¼ ½R ¼ 0.3,4

Table 1 summarizes specific features of above-discussed
simulation methods. Only MD uses the Newton equation as a
governing equation, and BD/SD and DPD/DHD use the
Langevin and stochastic differential equations, respectively.
Because the dynamic simulation requires the integration of the
second-order ordinary differential equation with respect to time,
the inclusion of inertia (acceleration) in the simulations is a
major task, which is not often studied in SD. All the simulation
methods can surely include effects of conservative and/or
external force fields. Brownian motion and multibody hydro-
dynamic forces are most accurately implemented in SD and
DHD. More importantly, our DHD is the only simulation
method for many-body hydrodynamics, which is not subject to
the time interval restriction, and therefore, shows a promising
potential to accurately and rigorously investigate microscopic
phenomena such as systems of confined Brownian particles.

In this work, we aim to develop a unified particle dynamics
method, called dissipative hydrodynamics (DHD) by selecting
advantageous features of BD, SD, and DPD for accurate
hydrodynamics without the time interval restriction. DHD
adopts the SDE (from DPD) and the rigorous hydrodynamics
(from SD) to investigate translational and rotational motion of N
particles at an ambient temperature T :

M¢dv ¼ ðQp � R¢�vÞdt þ B¢dW ð1Þ
where M is the mass/moment-of-inertia matrix of 6N � 6N
dimension; �v ¼ v� V1, the translational/rotational particle
velocity v relative to the fluid velocity V1; Qp, the conservative
force/torque vector of the same dimension as �v; R, the
6N � 6N grand resistance matrix; B, the Brownian matrix
(defined in this study) of zero mean and finite variance, i.e.,
hBi ¼ 0 and hBtr¢Bi ¼ 2kBT (kB is the Boltzmann constant);
and dW, the ItoWiener process of 6N elements. In the above
SDE (1), dW ðiÞ

k of particle i has six components for three-
dimensional translational (k ¼ 13) and rotational (k ¼ 46)
motion and has the following mathematical properties:
(i) W ðiÞ

k ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, (ii) W ðiÞ
k ðtÞ is continuous, (iii) dW ðiÞ

k �
W ðiÞ

k ðt þ ¤tÞ �W ðiÞ
k ðtÞ follows the normal distribution, and

finally, (iv) dWðiÞ¢dWðiÞ ¼ dt for each translation and rotation.
For mathematical simplicity, the ItoWiener process is normal-
ized as w ¼ dW=

ffiffiffiffi
dt

p
.
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The Brownian matrix B can be calculated by decomposing
the grand resistance matrix: R ¼ Atr¢A ¼ Atr¢I¢A where Atr is
a transpose of A, and I is the identity matrix, which is
statistically represented as I ¼ hCtr¢Ci using a random row
vector C of 6N elements with zero mean and unit variance. We
define B ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2kBT
p

C¢A and rewrite eq 1 as M¢dv ¼ Qdt
where Q is the generalized force/torque vector: Q ¼
ðQp � R¢�vÞ þ B¢w=

ffiffiffiffi
dt

p
. If the inertia is neglected in the

absence of the conservative forces/torques, the velocity is
simply v ¼ V1 þ R¢B¢w=

ffiffiffiffi
dt

p
, as influenced by only convec-

tive and diffusive transport of solvents, and the future
translational/rotational position is represented as rðt þ dtÞ ¼
rðtÞ þ dr where dr ¼ vðtÞdt. Note that dr is proportional toffiffiffiffi
dt

p
.
To rigorously describe the configuration-dependent hydro-

dynamic drag tensors and rapidly fluctuating random stochastic
forces/torques, we restrict ourselves to hard sphere systems
by discarding interparticle interactions. As the inertia is often
neglected in SD due to the time interval restriction (dt � ¸), we
fundamentally resolve the restriction by adopting the SDE and
ItoWiener process to maintain a simulation accuracy similar to
that for SD. A simple time integration using an intermediate time
step is adopted from standard DPD algorithms:5

vðt0Þ ¼ vðtÞ þ RðtÞ¢QðtÞ 1

2
dt

� �
ð2Þ

rðt0Þ ¼ rðtÞ þ vðtÞ 1

2
dt

� �
þ 1

2
RðtÞ¢QðtÞ 1

2
dt

� �2
ð3Þ

vðt þ dtÞ ¼ vðt0Þ þ Rðt0Þ¢Qðt0Þ 1

2
dt

� �
ð4Þ

rðt þ dtÞ ¼ rðt0Þ þ vðt0Þ 1

2
dt

� �
þ 1

2
Rðt0Þ¢Qðt0Þ 1

2
dt

� �2
ð5Þ

where dt2 ¼ ðdtÞ2 and t0 ¼ t þ 0:5dt. Rðt0Þ and Qðt0Þ indicates
that they are evaluated at time t0 with rðt0Þ and vðt0Þ evalutaed at
time t. The use of half-step evolution is critical in this dissipative
system since the drag force/torque changes its direction
following the sign of relative translational/rotational velocities.
Otherwise, particles must engage in unrealistic oscillatory
motion, moving back and forth.

Primary computational tasks of our DHD for time evolution
are to numerically calculate (i) the LU-decomposed matrix A
from the grand resistance matrix R and (ii) random row vector
C of normal distribution. We used subroutine DPOTRF of
LAPACK6 for the Cholesky factorization of a real symmetric
positive definite matrix R, and the BoxMuller algorithm to
generate normal random numbers for the w vector.7

We tested our new simulation method, DHD, by calculating
standard quantities in statistical physics. Figure 1 shows radial
distribution functions (RDFs) of mono- and bidispersed spher-
ical particles of volume fraction ¤ ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.1. In a
cubic simulation box, 1000 particles are initially distributed in
a 10� 10� 10 array and are randomly shaken to avoid any
influences of the initial cubic structure on the calculation (liquid-
phase) of the RDFs. Particle sizes have the following relation-
ship: a31 þ a32 ¼ 2a30, where a0 is the radius of monodispersed
particles, and small and large particle radii are set as a2 ¼
0:750a0 and a2 ¼ 1:1643a0, respectively, for a bidispersed
suspension. The volumetric ratio of the big and small particles is
therefore 3.7412. The numbers of big and small particles are set
to be same in order to maintain the same volume fractions for
mono- and bidispersed suspensions. The periodic boundary
conditions are applied using an intrinsic FORTRAN function,
ANINT, to mimic an infinite medium. Because the hydro-
dynamic interactions are long-ranged forces, six replicate
configurations of the particle suspension are prepared and
located on each surface of a cubic simulation box. This Ewald
sum technique pushes particles (present near box walls) toward
the box center and therefore minimizes statistical inhomogeneity
of particle distributions throughout the simulation box. The
generalized force Q is calculated using 7N particles, and the size

Table 1. Comparison of dynamic simulation methodsa

MD BD SD DPD DHD

Govern. Eq. Newton Langevin Langevin SDE SDE
Acceleration

p p
possible

p p
Conservative

p p p p p
Brownian � simple rigorous approx. rigorous
Hydrodynamic � constant accurate pair-wise accurate
Time interval subject to

algorithm
restricted to
dt � ¸

restricted to
dt � ¸

subject to
algorithm

not restricted

aCapability and incapability of each dynamics method (for specific aspects in the left column) are indicated by
p

and �, respectively.

Figure 1. Radial distribution function, gðrÞ, of mono (m)- and
bi (b)-dispersed spherical particle suspensions. For bidispersed
suspension, big and small particles are indicated using 1 and 2,
respectively, and three types of RDF, i.e., g11, g12, and g22, are
calculated with volume fractions of 0.01 and 0.1. The radial
distance r is scaled by the radius of a monodispersed particle, a0.
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of the grand mobility matrix, which was inverted at every time
step, increased from 6N � 6N to 6ð7NÞ � 6ð7NÞ; where 6
indicates the degree of translational/rotational freedom.

The monodispersed hard sphere suspension of low volume
fraction 0.05 is simulated first. Figure 1 confirms that the RDF
converges to 1.0 if two particles are far from each other (r � a0)
and vanishes near particle contact.

The RDFs of the bidispersed suspension (¤ = 0.01, blue
color) are plotted as the lines indicated as b11 (between big
particles, dashed), b12 (between big and small, double-dot-
dashed), and b22 (between small ones, dotted). As the
interparticle distance increases, RDFs of b11 and b22 show a
similar plateau shape and converge to finite values near 0.6 and
0.1, respectively. The RDF b12 shows a (smoothly) curved
shape in comparison to b11 and b22, especially near the average
distance between two adjacent particles, which is calculated
(in general) as twice the maximum length shown for each RDF
divided by the cube root of N, i.e., 7.482 for a volume fraction
of 0.01. The differences in RDFs’ plateau values are attributed to
partial volume fractions of big and small particles (with the
equal population in this case). While the particles of the different
sizes are evenly distributed in low-volume-fraction suspensions,
hydrodynamic interactions (sensitive to absolute particle sizes)
create a nonplateau shape of b12 because small particles are
more strongly influenced by hydrodynamic and volume exclu-
sion forces by big particles.

When volume fraction increases from 0.01 to 0.1, the
general trends between b11, b12, and b22 are similar in terms of
their converging behavior for large r, but RDFs jump closer to
the particle contacts. The RDF of the monodispersed suspension
with volume fraction 0.05 resides between those of binary
suspension with volume fraction 0.01 and 0.1, before it reaches a
plateau. We checked that the sum of three RDFs of binary
suspensions (b11, b12, and b22) approaches 1.0 as the radial
distance is much longer than particle sizes. In this study, the
rigor of the volume exclusion remains at the level of multipole
expansions of the hydrodynamic mobility between two unequal-
sized spheres. Adding the lubrication interaction was a feasible
task although the computational cost significantly increases.
When we included the lubrication correction in the hydro-
dynamic interactions, the grand resistance diverges when any
two particles partially overlap each other (this is a conventional
problem of SD). To resolve this basic problem, reflecting

boundary conditions can be used before two particles overlap, or
dynamically adjustable time step can be a supplementary choice.
The later, however, cannot fundamentally resolve the overlap
problem because the dimensionless Wiener process, w, follows a
normal distribution so that, in principle, the time step is not a
finite constant. The average interparticle distance, based on the
volume per particle, can be estimated as ð4³=3¤Þ1=3a0, which
is 7:482a0, 4:376a0, and 3:473a0 for ¤ ¼ 0:01, 0.05, and 0.1,
respectively. Because the total number of particles is 1000, 10
particles are assigned to each direction on average. Therefore,
maximum radial distances shown in Figure 1 are 10 times the
average interparticle distances.

We developed a new simulation method, DHD, which is a
unified version in terms of the accuracy of hydrodynamic
interactions for translation and rotation, and flexibility of the
simulation time-step not restricted by the particle relaxation
time.
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